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Issue no. 131— July 2015 In this issue—
Waiwakaiho Speedway History — by our Historian, Dave Gifford
The story of Midget #7 — by Garth Hogan.
The speedway career of Anthony Batley — by Editor Max
Speedway Hall of Fame awards 2015
plus the President and Editor reports .

Above is the midget built in 1954 in Auckland by Ron Hogan.
Sitting on the wheel at the Meremere “V8-60 day” in March 2014 is the
current owner, son Garth Hogan of Wanaka.
As a member of our club Garth sent an article on the car which you can read inside this issue.

Saving the past- -for the future"
"
Our web site www.historicspeedway.co.nz is
sponsored by web hosting company Free Parking.

From the President.—
At our first committee meeting since the AGM the committee had plenty of discussion around the upcoming season and the number of runs we would be organising locally. Our new events Co-ordinator Trevor Stewart was given some guidelines as to what we are planning this season and he has suggested some processes to
get this information out to all members.
This is not easy task having to contend with the weather etc but the plan is to
have regular updates of events and be kept up to date on all of these. You may have
already seen an email from Trevor regarding some winter swap meets that may be of
interest.
We will also look to do another Green Sheeting day in New Plymouth so vehicles can be checked over ready for our runs and save turning up at the track en mass
and waiting to have this important process carried out. As in the past we are planning to hold this in October at a venue yet to be confirmed but will try and use this
as a display of vehicles as we have done in the past. Please make an effort to attend
this event as it will certainly take the pressure off our scrutineers if they have to do a
full check on a run day.
So hopefully members are well into any rebuilds or repairs and we hear of a few
more vehicles now being part of our group which will be great to see.
Our next meeting will be held on Tuesday the 14 th July, 7:30pm at the Fitzroy
Golf Club, as per normal. We have a speaker lined up for this meeting so I look
forward to seeing you all there

President Laurie Callender

Editors notes
We have all story’s about midgets this issue but perhaps some other classes next
time. I repeat that I am short of photo’s of solo riders so please help by digging out
that old beaten up photo album or the dog eared box under the bed. There could be
some gems in there that we could all enjoy.
There are several new cars/bikes being prepared for next season so we have put in
place some efforts of get you the news on them in coming Pit Notes. This includes
some vehicles that have changed hands as well as ‘barn finds’ that are being restored.
The Sherlock Holmes midget is all set to go so now I can concentrate on selling
more of my books. Still some left at special price of $30 post included to members.
From Beaded wheels magazine review;
—-This story is w ell w orth telling
and Max has a great way of telling it. I
found this book extremely interesting and
a great read, to the extent I could not
put it down and read it at one sitting. I
don't do that often.
Highly recommended to anyone of the
racing or old car fraternity. All the famous names were there then and Max
knew them all — Jack Brabham, Denny
Hulme, Jackie Steward plus many others.
He worked on their cars, built some
cars and made personal friends with many
of them.

Editor Max
For all the brackets and engine plates etc, on
your project, call AquaJet at (06) 769 6944,
489C Devon St. East, New Plymouth.
The high pressure water jet will cut any metal, plastic or even glass!
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Waiwakaiho Speedway History. By club historian, Dave
Gifford. — March 30th. 1959.

than a yard or two apart as they carved through the field
to hit the front on the home straight to take the chequered
flag in that order with Lionel Streeter in third.
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14th Meeting Ninth Season.
Heavy rain fell on Sunday night
which put the final meeting of the
season in doubt at the Waiwakaiho Speedway but a
strong, if rather chilly, wind dried the track out to a point
where it was possible to run the traditional family day out
on Easter Monday. Highlight of the day would be the
running of the Taranaki Open Championship for the
Midget Cars which would include the same visiting cars
and drivers who had raced on Saturday night while both
the Stock Bikes and Three Quarter Midget classes would
also be joined by competitors from the Manawatu. Being
Easter Monday there would also be numerous events for
the children with a trolley derby, tyre race and bicycle
races among the featured events.
After the opening parade and the warm up laps for the
midgets the bikes took to the circuit for the first heat of
the opening event of the day, the State Hotel Handicap.
The track itself was not in good shape and it was obvious
that the bike riders would not have an easy time on it but
perhaps no one told Gary Waldie for he produced a blistering ride from one hundred and eighty yards back to
post the first win of the day from Lionel Steeter and Syd
Wray who filled the minors.
Heat two was robbed of some of its promise with the
withdrawal of Manawatu ace Kiwi Cribb but his compatriot Merv Hodgson turned on a sparkling display to head
home the field with Doug Gifkin and Ken Rangitawa the
best of the rest. In the third heat John Furze overcame his
hefty one hundred and eighty yard deficit with relative
ease and progressed to the Final along with Kevin Bush
while Dave Gardner who finished third missed out.
All eyes were on the two backmarkers Gary Waldie
and John Furze when the lights went out to start the Final,
both started from the same mark and were never more >>

Above is Merv Hodgson. Note wooden fence which is at Solway
Park in Masterton.
The next event on the card for the Bike boys was the Easter
Handicap which was reduced to two heats and a Final as mechanical
woes began taking their toll. Merv Hodgson produced a repeat of his
earlier win in the opening heat when he just managed to cross the
line ahead of John Furze and the third placed Bob Benge.

MILEMASTER
TYREPLUS
151 Courtenay St.
New Plymouth. 758 2864
(Previously Milemaster Tyres)
Darren and Michelle Erb have relocated
this business and we urge club members
to support them in their new venture.
They sell and fit all the major brands of
tyres and are located next to AA Auto
Services (Another of their business's)

Above is Ken Rangitawa with his bike.
In heat two the Manawatu duo of Kiwi Cribb and Kevin Bush
stole the limelight with some excellent riding but Gary Waldie made
sure of another Final start by finishing a creditable third despite the
big handicap.
Unfortunately what should have been an exciting Final lost much
of its appeal as first Merv Hodgson was ruled out with bike issues
and then he was soon joined on the infield by Kiwi Cribb and Kevin
Bush which left the three local riders in the contest. The reliable Bob
Benge made the most of a modest handicap and rode a well judged
race to claim the top spot on the rostrum while Gary Waldie again
just got the better of John Furze for the runner up spot .
The Three Quarter Midgets opened their account with the running of the Meadow Gold Handicap over two heats and a final. In
the first heat Tom Barrowman wheeled the #8 car into the winners
circle after a good battle over the four laps with Neil Rook in #83
and the Manawatu driver Lindsay Myers in #4.

Continued from page 3.
The second heat saw more of the same with some excellent
close racing with Allan Peattie just able to edge the #77 car
across the finish line from the Manawatu man Bill Lyle in #7
and Tinny Neilson with the #30 car in third.
The track conditions had improved considerably by the time
the T.Q’s rolled out for the Final and a close action packed
contest ensued with a blanket finish at the end. When the dust
settled it was Bill Lyle who was declared the winner with Allan
Peattie coming in second and Neil Rook third.
The Three Quarter Midgets next opportunity to thrill the
large crowd came in the Pike and Waters Handicap and in the
first heat it was Bill Lyle continuing his winning ways, this
time at the expense of Lindsay Myers and Peter Jury who
claimed second and third respectively.
Neil Rook took the top honours in the second heat after a
good race with second placed Don McNabb while rounding the
drivers that would transfer to the Final was Tinny Neilson. A
series of spins and bumps when the Final got under way drew
some gasps from the crowd as first Lindsay Myers spun soon
to be followed by Don McNabb who clobbered the fence for
good measure and Neil Rook who also got the spinning bug
leaving Tinny Neilson to win the race from Peter Jury and Bill
Lyle.
An eight lap Farewell Feature closed the action for the
T.Q’s and although a number of spins occurred this did not
detract from what was an excellent race in which the top spot
went to Neil rook who won from Peter Jury and Allan Peattie
making it a clean sweep for the local lads.
The opening race for the Midget Cars was the Waiwakaiho
Open Championship which would be decided over two heats
and a Final, all over just six laps. Local man Don Rutherford
drew the lucky #1 marble for the first heat and would start from
the pole in the #99 car but there was some tough opposition in
the heat in the form of Ken Sager and Maury Malcolm.
When the flag fell it was Don Rutherford who took the early
lead as expected but Ken Sager and Maury Malcolm, who
started on the back row of the grid, were soon jostling for the
lead and it was not long before the dynamic Aucklander Sager
had things under control in the #93 car and crossed the line
ahead of the two local drivers.
In the second heat the battle for the lead developed between
local man Ray Gallagher and the Hamilton star Neil Waite and
lasted the entire race with the pair being joined in the Final by
the third placed Harry Pitt. Poor old Harry Pitt drew the number one grid for the Final of the Championship and his car
failed to start! The rest of the field lined up for the start in the
following order with Don Rutherford on grid two, Ken Sager
on grid three, Neil Waite on grid four, Maury Malcolm on grid
five and Ray Gallagher on grid six.
Ken Sager had a clear run into the first corner when the
starter sent them on their way and soon had a handy lead while

EMAIL ADDRESS Do you have one? If so
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please email me so I can update our data
base. I am at cmr.mtr91@gmail.com We send
club meeting reminders etc.. to members.
==================================
>>the rest of the pack were having a right old battle to
see who would finish second and in the end it was runner
up Maury Malcolm and third Don Rutherford.
The Four Square Handicap brought the midgets back
onto the track and for Ken Sager it meant yet another win
as he dominated the first heat to salute the judges ahead of
Max Rook and Bill Taylor in a race which saw half the
starters spin out onto the grass.
More mayhem in the second heat when Laurie Booker
clouted the fence on the back straight and rolled and was
then struck by Neil Waite but no serious injuries were sustained and when the race was rerun it was won by Trevor
Hunter from Maury Malcolm and Don Rutherford.
The Final did not go all that smoothly either with Don
Rutherford hitting an almost spinning Bill Taylor mid race
putting them both on the grass while Max Rook was also
sidelined with mechanical issues which left the ever popular Trevor Hunter to win from Ken Sager and Maury Malcolm.
Only the Fair Deal Feature Race remained and then the
season would be all over. All the cars that were still running made it onto the track and the entire race was run
without incident for a change with the victory going to
Maury Malcolm with Ray Cadman home in second while
third went to the absolute star of the day, Ken Sager.
Some great racing, close finishes and a few spills and
lots of fun for the kids brought the ninth season to a close
and hopefully it would all happen again the next year and
many more to come!

Above Tinny Neilson smiles as he sets out in another
race. Note the bare arms and the height of his head out of
the car. We must have been mad in those days!!

At left Tinny Neilson and Neil Rook battle it out.
Those scarves trailing in the wind were quite a feature
in those times.

Please support our sponsors by
buying their products.

2015 New Zealand Speedway Hall of Fame Induction
The Induction evening was held for the 11th time at the Commerce Club of Auckland on Saturday 30 May, with 120 people in
attendance. Proceedings started with the Roll of Honour for those
who have past on since last year.
The welcome was by former New Zealand Midget Champion
Graham Standring as the Master of Ceremonies. He thanked the
organisers Michelle Mullins-Brown and Marcel Facoory and the
committee along with Brett and Leigh Morris of Seamount Enterprises and Auckland Vintage Speedway Club’s Murray Kemp and
Mal Parsons.
Guest speaker was Ian Foster, 7 times NZ Off Road Champion
who gave an entertaining insight into his career and his USA trips
for racing, then he told about his Speedway racing in a Sprintcar and
of late F2 Midgets.
Graham then announced the inductee’s as follows;
HARRY MANGHAM, Har r y star ted motor cycle r acing in
1925 on large 1 mile horse tracks, winning numerous races. In 1927
he travelled to Australia to refine his racing skills. He raced and beat
the Aussies in 1927-28-29. at the Speedway Royal at Wayvillle. 3
time state Champion and 1929 Australian 5 mile & 15 mile Champion. In 1930 Harry was in the first ACU NZ solo test team against
the visiting English riders racing at Dunedin, Christchurch & Western Springs. He also that year he broke the 100 mph barrier on his
70 horse power Harley Davidson, clocking 111.30 mph. He continued racing around NZ winning many local Championships until
WWII broke and he joined the Air Force. After the War he became
an official at Palmerston North & New Plymouth speedways.
RON JOHNSTON. In 1945 at age 15 Ron was doing a little
road racing until he visited Tahuna Park speedway in Dunedin. Ron
sold his road bike and purchased a speedway solo bike, 500 cc JAP.
Visiting English rider Ron Mason liked Ron and trained him on the
art of Broadsliding. The 1947 season ended and the Dunedin spectators had a collection raising the need £115 for Ron to travel by ship
to England. In 1950 Ron at age 19 joined the famous Belle Vue
team for which in 1957 he was made captain, his team mates Jack
Parker and Peter Craven. In 1952 he was the New Zealand Solo
Champion. Ron raced in 4 World Championships in 1955-57-58-60
and was a member of NZ Test Teams.
LES NIXON. Les was intr oduced to speedway in 1944-45. By
Easter of 1962 Les drove his first Three Quarter Midget. In his second season he was Auckland Champion, 1964-65 season would see
him win the New Zealand TQ Championship. By the 1970’s Les
had fitted a Kawasaki engine to his TQ and that started off a change
amongst competitors to the modern Japanese engines. Les then became an engine builder, his engines have over 100 feature wins, 17
New Zealand titles, 1 Australian title and many 50 lap wins.
OWEN SHAW Owen star ted r acing Stock car s in 1972 until
1975, then made the switch to Midgets in 1978-79. Owen made the
New Zealand midget test team, along side Ted Tracey and Barry
Butterworth. During the off season Owen headed to USA where he
set fastest times at Ascot Park, and Indianapolis Speeddrome.
Auckland title and Captain of the New Zealand team to defeat the
glamour USA team.
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In 1981-82 Owen won the New Zealand midget title at Ruapuna and again in 1984-85 at Nelson. At the end of 1985season Owen retired from racing after racking up 35 feature
wins. He then concentrated on his business and family, but
his love for the sport we all enjoy returned in 1987-88 this
time in a Sprint Car. In 1989 he won the CTRA Easter nationals, then in 1991-92 Owen won the New Zealand sprint car
title, World 40 lap title, Auckland title and Captained the
New Zealand team to defeat the glamour USA team.
Left is Ron
Johnston
Right is
Harry
Mangham

Left is Les
Nixon
Right is
Owen Shaw.

Thanks to Marcel Facoory and Bob Andrews for sending details of the night. Editor Max

Our guest speaker in April was Anthony Batley
talking about his speedway career.
Anthony started his talk with some background to his life
so far. “I am married with one child and another on the way.
This may hold me back next season running around after two
little ones in nappies but I will try and do as much racing as I
can.”
“My background is in mechanical engineering with 17
years’ experience in research and development. I am the
R&D manager at Howard Wright Ltd (a local company that
make medical beds and stretchers for the local and export
markets). I have also spent time working in the UK designing and testing components for large all-wheel drive military
trucks which gave me a taste of a really interesting industry
and performance vehicle development.”
“Developing medical beds is interesting and rewarding
but I also have a passion for speed and engine development
which is why I like to play with Midget cars. Early on my
family was involved with Ferndene Speedway and my first
recollection was of racing around Ferndene in a homemade
Go Kart which wasn’t the flashiest so I will not show you a
photo of that. At the time the Adamson boys, Gary and Troy
were racing a miniature TQ and they would do two laps to
my one so I was well behind.”
“I started racing motocross when I was 13, played a bit
with a saloon car that Dad had and then got into midgets in
my late teens. I figured racing Midgets would be a lot safer
and I think it is as I have not broken any bones racing Midgets but broke plenty racing motorbikes.”
“I enjoy the competitive side of Midget car racing but I
really enjoy the technical side perhaps even more than the
actual racing. To be able to develop something and fine tune
it to win really interests me. Every race on dirt is a different
challenge as the track changes throughout the night and
knowing what to do and when to do it to make the car a little
quicker is a great challenge.”
“People who have influenced my interest in racing and
engine development were my Father (the late Tony Batley)
who had an engineering and sheet-metal business, as I was in
and around his workshop from when I could first walk. The
Marsh family who owned and ran Ferndene Speedway where I
spent a lot of time with Dad growing up helping Don and his
family with the development of the track and running of the
meetings. This was a lot of fun. Dad and I spent a fair bit of
time with Murray Gordge when I was younger, particularly in
the development of his yellow Rover saloon car. Murray was
my idol as I grew up and I also followed Sammy Swindell in
the Openwheel magazine.
“Other influences were the late Gus Craig (a retired Ford
garage service manager) who helped me with my first engines
as did Allan Mallet from Taranaki Motor Reconditioners.
Allan has taught me a lot about engine building and
machining >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Below is the first midget Anthony drove at Ferndene
followed by the second midget which spent more time at Stratford Speedway.

——during the development of the Toyota engine and has always been a good sounding board. I have also received a lot of
help from Garry Hawkins of USA Specialty Products who has a
lot of experience and has always been happy to share his
knowledge with me.”
“So my driving started with Dads Saloon car which was a
Ford Cortina with a V8 under the bonnet. I well remember the
first day I drove it in a race. I was young and thought I knew
everything and drove full noise into the first corner of the first
lap and hit the wall and rolled it over. So I learnt from that to
take it easy for a while and definitely don’t try to win the race in
the first lap.”
“I drove our first midget while I was still at university.
Dad brought it from Ray Neilson who used to race it at Kihikihi.
>>>>>>>>>>

>>>>> “It had a 2 litre twin cam Alfa Romeo engine and we
bought the car, trailer and spares for $3000 so it was an absolute
bargain. This little car went very well and was reliable so we
managed to win quite a few races with it but the car itself soon
reached its potential.”
“Our second midget used a Stealth chassis that we purchased
from Ron Kendall and we raced around Auckland buying a lot of
second hand running gear to get a roller up and running. Being on
a tight budget at the time we couldn’t afford an Esslinger or Fontana engine and we were always keen to do things a little differently so I purchased a 2.5 litre all aluminium V6 Alfa Romeo. It
was certainly a good engine and had potential but being
quite rare with no aftermarket parts available it was going to
be expensive to do the modifications needed to be competitive so I ended up giving the engine away to an Alfa enthusiast.
“SNZ rules permit the use of forced induction up to
1640cc and I had always had an interest in supercharging so
looked around for a strong 1600cc engine. The little Toyota
4AGE 20 valve engine was solid and making decent power
in performance applications and could be brought for next to
nothing.
“We then purchased a highly efficient twin screw supercharger from Sweden and mated this to the small engine.
Fuel injection, manifolds and dry sump were all computer
designed but handmade on a basic drill mill with rotary table
and a manual lathe. We assembled this combination and
tested it on Brian Hartley’s Dyno in Palmerston North and
did a lot of track testing at Ferndene. With modest boost this
little engine made 365hp at 8000rpm and 250ft-lb of torque.
With those figures and a flat torque curve we knew we
would be on the case.”
“Our third midget was a new BREKA chassis which is
a big step up for us as we had never had a new chassis before. The first time we run this chassis we used the supercharged 1600cc 20 valve Toyota. This car weighed in at
430kg with the iron block Toyota and no fuel. The little
Toyota engine was great and performance parts can be
bought quite cheaply but the limiting factor was its thin cylinder walls and we’ve destroyed a lot of Toyota blocks due
to bore failure. The car was always fast but very unreliable.”
“The latest version of our car has a lot of our own lighter gear such as a full custom made body kit made from carbon fibre, titanium fasteners throughout and many other custom
made lightweight components. The new custom billet aluminium
2-piece block with Toyota 20valve head (5 valves per cylinder)
has the latest supercharger from Sweden which is watercooled so
can run tighter tolerances with even better efficiency.
“The twin screw supercharger is a positive displacement air
pump directly driven from the crankshaft and given the fuel pump
is also driven off the crankshaft it is relatively easy to match the
fuel requirements to the air flow. Another advantage of this particular twin screw supercharger is that it compresses the air as it
moves from the inlet to the outlet which helps to keep intake temperatures down.”
“With the lighter components and new aluminium engine
the car weighs 408kg.”
More information about this car and engine can be found on
Facebook under Batley Racing.

“This is the car we are running now and the
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engine has not been on the dyno yet. I am very
keen to get it on the dyno this winter and tune it
properly.”
“Anthony designed and specified the engine block which
was machined by Beale Engineering in Auckland on a CNC
milling machine with 4th axis. Anthony did the final fitment of
components and final assembly.
Below Anthony runs the new car at Stratford and below that
is a close-up of the engine.

“The block is essentially 2 pieces, a top half and a bottom
half with integrated sump, water pump housing, thermostat
housing, oil lines and coolant passages and has replaceable wet
ductile iron sleeves and weighs approximately 25kg. At this
point Anthony showed several images of the drawings and machining of the new block but they are all too detailed to show
and explain easily in Pit Notes. Suffice to say they are a credit
to his engineering skills.”
“The only small problem is a misfire at high rpm which we
think is the ignition system so I am keen to get back out there
with a new system fitted and see what it will do.”
For the record, at last meeting at Stratford Anthony placed second overall in the “King of the Mountain” beaten only by Dane
Maxwell from Auckland. Anthony achieved that with a sixth
and two seconds in the three heats.
Direct importers of products
related to Speedway and other
Automotive race and performance vehicles. 178 Gill
Street, New Plymouth.
Phone (06) 759-1366
sales@usaspecialty.co.nz

THE HISTORY OF V8-60 MIDGET #7
In the 1953/54 Speedway Season at Western Springs
Speedway, local driver Ian Holden very successfully drove
the #2 V860 Midget owned by Johnny Lough. The #2 car had
an illustrious history, having originally been imported and
raced by the legendary Frank "Satan" Brewer and had then
been driven by other local high profile drivers including Roly
Crowther.
In June of 1954, with the 1954/55 season approaching Ian
Holden was again expecting to be at the wheel of the #2 car
when Johnny Lough unexpectedly sold it and Ian was left
without a drive.
Despite his reputation as a fast midget pilot Ian was having difficulty securing a ride for the coming season as all the
other drives were already taken.
In the course of a conversation with Roly Crowther, Ian
mentioned his predicament. Roly in turn told Ian that his old
friend, local Motor Engineer and Speed Equipment manufacturer Ron Hogan, had approached him to see if he would
drive a car for him, if he built one. Roly had told Ron that he
was already committed to a drive and therefore couldn't take
up the offer....but suggested that Ian talk to Ron about the
possibility.
Ian then approached Ron as suggested and despite the fact
that there was only 3- 1/2 months to the start of the season
Ron agreed to build a car and Ian was to drive it.
CONSTRUCTION
Ron had worked on the #2 car when owned and raced by
Roly and much admired its speed. He was aware that when
imported by Frank Brewer, it had been accompanied by a
spare set of chassis rails and he knew that Johnny Lough had
acquired them when he bought #2. Furthermore he knew
Johnny hadn't sold them with the car. Ron contacted him and
bought the rails which became the basis of the new car and
hence #7 was born.
Because of his admiration of the performance of #2 Ron
had measured its chassis in detail and found that the chassis
had been welded together, either intentionally or possibly
unintentionally, in a slightly asymmetric manner, possibly to
accommodate the fact that it was solely a left turning race car.
When putting the chassis of #7 together Ron replicated this
asymmetric form.
In the early 1950's parts for speedway midgets and V860
engines were not readily available and as he was already
making Hi-Performance parts for other engines Ron proceeded to make patterns and produce heads and a twin carb intake
manifolds for the V860, as well as a single large front mounted water pump and front cover. He then proceeded to do the
same for:
(a) the rear end where he replicated an American designed Bennett open axle
(b) the Steering box which he based on the GM recirculating ball design to make it much more "user friendly" being
smoother and requiring less effort to turn it than the typical
fixed cross sector shaft boxes of the time. He also made it
with a much "coarser" scroll to speed up the action.

(c) the in/out box. This was a total departure from
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the norm. V860 blocks come with an extended bell
housing at the rear which accommodates the clutch in stock
use....like all the pre 1949 V8 blocks produced by Ford. Midget builders typically cut this extension off and mounted the
block up directly to the motor plate in the car with the rear
crank flange poking through a hole in the plate ready to accept
the drive into the dog box which was located between the drivers legs. Ron left the extension on and cast a large alloy plate
that bolted to the extended rear...this plate mounted the dog
box lever to operate the in/ out gears which were located inside the bell housing.
Then he made up additional gears and associated components and fitted them inside the bell housing with a drive coming out through the cast alloy plate to which he mounted the
magneto which now occupied the space where the dog box
would normally be. The rationale for this was that without the
ignition occupying the space on the front of the engine directly
behind the radiator, where all V8 ignitions sat, when the car
came in after a race with the radiator clogged up with dirt, or
cinders as it was then, a hose could be used from the engine
compartment side of the radiator to reverse flush the core.
If the ignition was in its stock location this would not be
possible for obvious reasons. In the place of the ignition on the
front of the motor Ron had designed and built the previously
mentioned water pump that was significantly larger than the
originals and this was mounted and driven directly off the cam
which meant is turned at 1/2 crankshaft revolutions which is
much more efficient. Finally he opened up the baffle in the
sump that normally kept the oil out of the bell housing/ clutch
area and this allowed the engine oil to enter this area and
therefore lubricate the dog box and magneto drive components.
As with the relocation of the magneto and the dog box , in
building the rest of the car Ron did not take anything in the
accepted designs of the time as being necessarily the route to
take. As examples:
(a) The air intake for the radiator. V860's are side valve
engines with the exhausts running through the water jacket in
the block. This makes them more difficult to cool, particularly
when they are in race conditions, and many drivers suffered
from scalded feet and legs as a consequence of an overheated
engine. Midgets at the time had relatively small air intakes....Ron's thoughts were that the bigger the opening the
more air was available to cool the radiator and he then put an
"egg crate" structure in the opening to "straighten" out the
incoming air which speeds it up and makes it cool more efficiently. It was very similar in design to the Grand Prix Ferraris
of the time.
(b) The Radiator .He then went looking for the thickest
radiator core he could find...in this case it was from a Fordson
Tractor. In building the radiator he made it as tall and as wide
as he could fit in the front of the car and made the top and bottom tanks as thin as possible and extended them to the rear
from where he took the intake and outlets for the water. This
maximised the volume of water being exposed to the cooling
air flow.
(c) Front Suspension. With transverse front springs in
midgets one end of the spring is fixed rigidly to the axle and
the other end was hung on shackles so that as the spring flexed
and it's width changed, this change was taken up by the shackles on one end. The norm was to have the fixed end on the
inside (left) and the shackle on the outside (right).

( C ) continued
Ron reasoned that with the car turning left most of the
load was on the outside wheel and therefore this needed to be
stable and have a steady load transferred to the right front
tyre....so the fixed end went to the outside. On the great majority of midgets at the time typically radius rods were of the
hairpin style but from an engineering sense this is incorrect as
when one wheel goes up or down the axle has to twist to compensate...so he fitted parallel "4 bars" as they are now known
which coincidentally is the same configuration that Frank
Brewer used on his cars.
(d) Steering. Further to what is already written about the
steering box, Ron also felt that the steering arm from the drop
arm on the box to the front stub should also be to the wheel
that had the most load on it so that it would have the best response from movements of the steering wheel....so this went
against the norm and was on the right hand side of the car.
(e) Motor Plate. The motor plate is a flat plate that mounts
to both sides of the chassis and to which the engine is bolted
on one side. On the other side is the output drive . Normally
that's all it is. Ron built his of 1/8" steel plate and not only did
it mount the engine/drive assembly but he extended it upwards, bent it back towards the driver at an upward angle and
then after extending back about 10" he bent it back towards
the engine, also at an upward angle.
The flat area back towards the driver became the mount
for the steering box and the area sloping forward became the
dash for mounting the instruments which were the gauge cluster out of a 1948 Pontiac Silver Steak and the plate itself became the complete firewall isolating the engine from the drivers compartment.
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Above is the new #7 coming out of Jack Morrell’s premises where the body was built.
First day at Western Springs. Ian Holden in the car, Ron
Hogan behind him, front right 7 year old Garth Hogan and
front left a younger Brent Holden.

(f). Magneto. The magneto itself was off a V12 Allison
aircraft engine as found in P40 Kittyhawk Fighter Aircraft
from WW11. Being not long after WW11 there were a lot of
these units around as war surplus, and were inexpensive. Ron
was aware that these magnetos were in fact 8 cylinder units and
on the V12 they were driven at 1 1/2 times engine speed to
produce 6 sparks per engine revolution which is what the V12
needs instead of the normal 4 required for a V8.
The magneto was built as a dual unit with an integral coil
on opposite sides for the aircraft requirement of dual ignition
so Ron cut one side of the magneto off as it was surplus to requirements...however he kept the 2 sets of points which in the
aircraft use one set to fire the plugs located on the intake valve
side of the combustion chamber while the other fired the plugs
on the exhaust valve side.

( F ) Continued.
Because the "clean and relatively cool" fuel/air on the intake
sides burns at a different rate to the "dirty and warmer" mixture
on the exhaust side the points fire with different timing, in fact
they fire 6 degrees apart. Ron wired both sets of points through
a 2 way switch. Switched one way the more advanced set of
points would be live, switched the other way the second set
would be live, but the engine would be 6 degrees retarded from
the first. The advanced set was timed to be the set used when in
race trim.
To start cars in that era they would have a group of
"pushers" who, when the driver was ready, would push the car
and get it up to as much speed as possible at which time the
driver would jam the dog box into gear and hopefully the engine
would start and the car pull away.
In the case of 7 the driver would flick the switch to the retarded position and with 1 pusher and the car only travelling at
walking pace the engine would easily and immediately start
when dropped into gear. Additionally when running in the retarded position the engine would warm up quicker . When up to
temp the driver would then switch to the advanced points and
the car was ready to race.
There were many other lessor innovations, and there wasn't
a lot of normal or accepted design features in the car.
RACE HISTORY
It was an intense 3 1/2 months but with a team that included
Billy Adams, Ernie Sutherland and Denzil (Den) Switzer the
rolling car was completed and delivered to Jack Morrell in
Orewa to have the body built....then back to Ron's where Den
applied the yellow paint and the #7 was applied....and it arrived
at Western Springs on November 27th 1954 for the first meeting
of the 1954/55 season.
The first race for the car was the 4 lap Heat 2 of the
"Midget Handicap" and despite the fact that the car was brand
new, perhaps because Ian Holden was at the helm and was the
NZ Champion from the previous (1953/54) season, it was handicapped as the rear marker at "100 yards behind".
Despite the fact that it was only a 4 lap race Ian made his
way through from the back of the field and came in 2nd behind
Trevor Hunter (started 30 yards behind) and ahead of Harry
Carnell (40yards behind). Trevor Hunter in winning this race set
a new Western Springs 4 lap record of 1m 20.5 secs. For some
reason the car did not start in the Handicap final and in the feature, it was handicapped to the rear of the field again at 220
yards behind which was 20 yards behind Ross Goonan in #4.
The feature however was abandoned because of rain.
At the next meeting on December 4, Ian was again handicapped to the rear of the field at 100 yards behind in the opening
race, Heat 1 of the Midget handicap.

This time the car passed the whole field and won
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ahead of Harry Carnell (30yds) and Lloyd Nutt
(50yds).....-and set a new Springs record for 4 laps of 1min 19.0
seconds, taking 1 1/2 seconds off the record set by Trevor
Hunter at the previous meeting. There was much anticipation
leading up to the handicap final as it was going to put Ian in #7
up against Ross Goonan in #4.
Western Springs Stadium at this time had a concrete bicycle
velodrome around its outer perimeter and inside this was the
cinders speedway track. To separate the two there was a wooden
fence and this ran around the entire outer edge of the Speedway
track.

1956 with Des Herrick at the helm. Note the steering drop
aim on left hand side.
In the opening laps of the handicap final Ian hit and went
through the wooden fence. While the car was not visually badly
damaged the output shaft on the steering box was found to be
broken. Ian maintained it broke prior to, and caused, the accident. Ron was adamant that it broke when the car hit the fence.
With 2 very strong minded rather inflexible individuals the end
result was a complete parting of the ways.
Ron was seriously annoyed as he had spent most of his time
and a considerable amount of money over the 3 1/2 months to
build the car at Ian's request and now he didn't have a driver. He
felt he had proved his point as far as the engineering of the car
was concerned so he immediately sold it to the owner of the
Ross Goonan driven #4, Cyril Goldfinch .....without the offending (?) steering box.
Cyril fitted a regular steering box with the drop arm on the
left and at the 7th meeting of the year it reappeared, again with
Ian Holden at the wheel. At this meeting Ian ran 2nd in the handicap heat, 3rd in the handicap final and 2nd in the feature.

Club meetings.
Generally second Tuesday
each month. Start 7.30pm.
Fitzroy Golf Club. Record St.
New Plymouth.
(Gold coin donation for
evening costs please)
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Midget #7 continued.
Over the next 3 meetings Ian scored several top 3 placings but at the 11th meeting of the season the car appeared
with Des Herrick as the driver...and a young Gordon
McIsaac as one of his crew. Ian next went on to drive the
newly arrived from the USA Kurtis V860 #76 for Gordon
Watson in which he subsequently had and illustrious spell
winning many races and titles.
Des continued to drive the car in the 1955/56 season. In
that season the New Zealand Championship was determined
by the results from 3 races these being the NZ 6 lap, NZ 10
lap and NZ 16 lap Championships. The points won in these
3 races were totalled up and the highest points scorer was the
winner.
Des won the NZ 16 lap championship which was run in
Christchurch and when the totals were added, Ross Goonan
won the NZ title, Des was second and Roly Crowther was
third. Additionally Des was also 3rd in the Auckland Championship that year and he drove the car again in 1956/57. For
the 1958/59 season the car was bought and raced by Stan
Dumpleton and for the 1959/60 season Stan took the car to
Queensland in Australia and raced it there.
The story goes that Bert Jones had financed Stan into
the car and when it left for Australia it had not been paid off
and the payments stopped. Bert then engaged Bill Jarden to
go the Australia and repossess the car and return it to NZ.
Stan is reported as telling people in Australia that the car had
been stolen.
On its return to NZ it was run in the 1960/61 season by
Bert and at the end of the season it was sold to the father of a
young up and coming TQ driver for his son to step up into
full sized midgets. That young TQ driver was one Barry Butterworth. The front body work of the car was changed to a
more conventional appearance, it was painted Red and
White and was named the "Springdale Special" but still carried the number 7.
The 1961/62 season in #7 was Barry's first in full size
midgets and on his first night out in #7 he won 3 races including his first feature in the car. It has been written that the
car was originally bad handling and that Barry had modified
the front suspension.
Photos of the car as the Springdale Special clearly show
that the car still had the parallel 4 bar radius rods and the
rigid fixed spring mount on the outside...so what was supposedly modified is not apparent, and reflecting back on the
fact of Ian Holden's early success and that Des Herrick had
won one round of the 1955/56 NZ Championship and come
in third in the Auckland Championship car it would suggest
that the car it didn't handle too bad!
For the 1962/63 season Brian Tracey bought the car although it would appear that he may not have driven it and in
fact it was driven by Snow Morris and carried #1 on the tail.
This was the last season that the car appeared "intact" and
essentially as it was built, as Brian Tracey then sold it to
Brian Yates. Brian also bought the ex Ron Ross/Leo Vercoe
driven V860 #6 and Mike Ryan drove the #6 car for a couple
of seasons with the #7 car left in the shed.
The motor in the #6 car then expired so Mike removed
the engine/dogbox assembly from #7 and fitted it to #6 and
became a composite car which by then had been renumbered
#19. This was driven by Mike in these configurations from
1966 through to 1969 and then Mike's brother Dave drove it
for one season and it was then sold to Russell Martin who
subsequently totalled the car in an altercation with American
Dave Strickland.

#7 as the ‘Springdale Special’ – Barry Butterworth first full size midget with new nose and body work .

Brian and Mike also built a Daimler V8 powered midget and
for the first season they used the chassis of 7. The next season
they built a Kurtis type chassis to replace the rail frame for the
Daimler and loaded up all the left over parts and headed for the
Whitford tip. On the way they stopped off to see Jim Trapani.
When Jim saw the parts on the trailer heading to the dump,
he asked if he could have the chassis, and it wound up in his
possession. Subsequently he traded it to someone but at a later
date Jim reacquired it and at an even later date he traded it to
Gordon McIsaac at his Speedway Museum in Westmere, Auckland, for the chassis of another car that had been driven by Trevor Morris.
THE RESTORATION:
Ron Hogan's son, Garth, had been at the track the first day
the car was run and had always kept an interest in the car. He
was also at the Springs the night that Russell Martin had the
accident that ended the V860 era, it being the last V860 running
in competition. Some years later in a discussion with Ray Wilson he found that Ray had the remains of #19 which included
the critical one off engine and driveline parts that Ron had built.
He offered to buy it off Ray, but Ray was reluctant to part
company with it, despite the fact that there really wasn't a lot of
useable parts..... however he did mention that he would consider
a trade. Garth looked around and found that Ken Mullins had a
reasonably intact V860 Midget , he checked with Ray as to its
suitability and when he got the affirmative he bought the car
through an intermediary and did the deal with Ray.
When Gordon McIsaac heard that the remains were going
to be restored as #7 he contacted Garth and offered the chassis.
Garth contacted Ron to ask for some pointers on how to confirm
the chassis' identity and Ron told him of the asymmetric nature
of the frame and told him of the shape of the radius rod mounts
and said that they were welded to the side rails instead of bolted
as per what all the other cars were at the time....the reason for
this he said was that the bolted ones kept coming loose...if they
were welded they would not need re tightening!
These points confirmed the identity and the chassis was up
lifted and restoration started. At some time some modifications
had been made to the frame and the front spring perch was
gone, as was the mount for the rear transverse spring. Also the
bottom mount for the front 4 bar radius rods had been cut off
(Mike Ryan subsequently said this was done by Brian Yates and
himself when they put the Daimler car together...they reverted
to the more conventional front "hairpin" radius rods).
Garth replaced the front perch and the rear mount, made
patterns and cast the rear spring hangers and narrowed the “34
V8 front axle as per the original but workload
Continued back page.

For all the brackets and engine plates etc, on
your project, call AquaJet at (06) 769 6944,
489C Devon St. East, New Plymouth.
The high pressure water jet will cut any metal, plastic or even glass!
—- and other interests meant the parts pile was consigned to
the rafters for many years and no further work was done.
Then in a discussion with Peter O'leary an arrangement was
reached for Peter to carry on with the restoration. Peter had
been around Speedway for many years and was married to
Leo Vercoe's daughter Lorraine. Peter had also, at the time,
been involved in the restoration of the #99 car the had been
owned and driven by Leo.
All the parts were loaded up and together with a photo
album that Ron’s wife Joy had kept which contained the
newspaper clippings from the NZ Herald and Auckland Star
covering the meetings the car had run under Ron's ownership
and numerous photos of when it was new and in particular of
it being built.
Not much progress was made by Peter and one day Garth
received a phone call to say he had better get out to the
O'Leary's as Peter and Lorraine had had an acrimonious parting of the ways and Lorraine had had all of Peters stuff tossed
out on the street...and that included all of the # 7 parts. By the
time he got there, while most of the components were there to
pick up the stock V860 engine being used to mock up the car
and the photo album were nowhere to be found. The engine
could be replaced but the photos were a tougher proposition.
The newspaper clippings were reproduced by a visit to the
Auckland Public Library where, by trolling throughout the
microfilm records of the sports section of Monday copies of
the Star and Herald from November and December 1954,
photocopies were done. Ron still had a few negatives of some
of the photos and had also kept a few extra copies of some
others, the most important of which were those taken of the
car with the body almost finished sitting outside at Jack Morrell's. By asking around a few more photos of the car at the
Springs were also obtained. From these sources enough information was recovered to continue. Lorraine was crossed off
Garth's Xmas card list!
The parts piles sat at in Garth's garage for several years
until in a passing conversation with an old friend, Peter Bruin,
Peter indicated that he would be happy to move the project
forward. Peter had quite a knowledge of race cars and speedway and had built the first VW car in NZ which had also been
driven by Barry Butterworth.
Below Snow Morris is shown in the car.

Unfortunately Peter was also in demand to do other restoration work and he also became involved in producing a number of Jaguar C Type replicas and after it became apparent that
the prospects of progress on the midget didn't look good Peter
phoned Garth to advise him of the situation and also said that
he had spoken to John Stanley who had said he was willing to
take the project on. All of the parts were then moved to John's
and progress began to go forward quite quickly.
A lot of the Ron built parts that were recovered from the
remains of 19 were decidedly tired and under normal circumstances would have been deemed to be past their use by date.
However, the casting patterns were long gone and there was
no option but to resurrect the tired parts and John, together
with Alan Smail at Service Engineers in Takapuna painstakingly built up the worn out areas and re machined them back to
their original configuration.
While this was going on Garth was busy sourcing replacements for the original parts that were no longer with the car,
this included items such as the 12" Crossley front wheels, rear
wheels that were made using a 12" rim and a late 20's Chevrolet steel brake drum for the centre...plus the Ford 10 steering
wheel ( and now fitted with a hidden quick release hub so that
the older and rather more portly new owner could get in and
out) and the late 40's Pontiac instrument cluster. The intent
being to make the car appear and be as original as possible.
When John had the car up to rolling chassis stage with an
old V860 mounted and exhausts fabricated, the body work was
started, initially in Wellington. After a lengthy delay and only
some basic body parts built it was picked up and delivered to
master craftsman Frank Van Lingen at Waiuku. Frank was
provided with the photos of the car sitting outside Jack Morrell's shop in Orewa when the original body was built. These
together with photos of the completed car when new were to
be his blueprints. When the body was completed the car was
wheeled out of Franks shop photos were taken from the same
angles as those originally done at Jack Morrell's. With these
photos in hand Garth arrived at Ron's to get his comments.
Ron was never one to hand out plaudits and after studying
the photos for a few minutes he announced that it was "close".
In response to the question of where it might not be an accurate rendition he said that the radius's in the corners of the outlets from which the exhaust headers exited the body were not
quite tight enough! On close inspection he was right, there was
a very small difference in radii....but clearly overall it was confirmation of Frank’s considerable body work abilities considering that he only had some old photos to work from.
From there it was to Grant Longley for the original yellow
paint, Bernie Beckett for the similarly original coloured blue
upholstery and lastly to Ian Holden's son and sign writer Brent
for the number 7 to be applied.
Back at John Stanley's it got the final assembly and detailing and about 20 years after the project was started it was once
again ready to run looking just as it was the day it turned up at
Western Springs in 1954, a true testament to John’s knowledge
and skills..
Since then it has appeared at various vintage speedway
meeting, John Stanley handling the initial drives but most of
the time with Graeme Standring in the seat. On top of that
others have enjoyed the ride including Allan Smail, Trevor
Carnel and of course it's owner. (Thanks Garth-great stuff)

